
 

 

Dead Letter Circus 

Hi Sirs! I am extremely glad that you have finally visited Europe, as I gave been waiting for your 

concert in Poland since The Catalyst Fire album, and now the moment have arrived, you will be here! 

Tell me, how do you like the audience on The Continent? Do you spot any differences? In Australia 

you are superstars, but Europe is a brand new territory for you, isn’t it?      

We are about a week into the Euro tour now and it’s been amazing.  Starting a new territory is 

always really refreshing and exciting.   It’s like you get transported back in time to the kind of 

venues where you began but you are at the skill level of now. The first time a crowd witnesses 

your band is a special moment.  

You have played with Muse and Linking Park, and on your next tournee you played with Periphery, 

Born of Osiris and many more. Completely different kinds of band. How do you like the other kind of 

tournee? Did you draw any conclusion, get crucial experiences? 

We learn something from every band we play with for sure, sometimes the lesson is big or small.    

Music is this beautiful sacred thing that exists for us all. Watching people go crazy for Born of Osiris 

was just as powerful as Linkin Park, when music connects it is a powerful thing.  

Cozy clubs or gigantic stadium? What do you prefer most and why? 

They are so different but we love them both. The loudness of the cheer of a stadium is a sound 

that really affects you on stage,  it’s otherworldly.  However I absolutely love club shows for the 

intimacy and closeness of the energy between us and the crowd.  

You are visiting Poland for the very first time, so tell me how should I characterize your band?  Some 

people say, you are a prog-rock or metal band, but I don’t fully agree. 

I’d feel proud to say we are a band like no other with a unique sound that doesn’t really fit a 

general term.  One thing we always try to say to each other when writing is,  ‘lets write for the 

future in a space that doesn’t exist yet’. 

I found interesting, that your latest album is distant from the previous two. I believe the album is 

calmer, sometimes even going in the direction of pop-rock, do you agree? 

It’s hard for us to really picture it.  We simply follow the music and try not to repeat ourselves or 

remain within our comfort zone. One thing about the new album that is obvious to me is the songs 

are very cohesive and exist around the vocal story.  This wasn’t intentional,  it just happened like 

that.  

In Dead Letter Circus, how do you compose music? Melody first then the lyrics? Also, what inspires 

you to write music?     

 If differs from song to song whether it starts with a vocal idea or an instrumental.  We generally 

take a small idea and get in a room and explore it for hours together as a group. As far as the 

vocals go,  I write the melody first and then the lyrics follow soon after.  Writing music is my 

connection to this world we share in a very sacred way.  I’m always writing something as a path to 

happiness and the lyrics are mostly me figuring out a progression of life.  



 

 

You are fervently promoting the latest album, so tell me: what does the name Aesthesis stands for? I 

admit finding a proper translation took me quite a long time, still I am not sure if it is correct.       

Aesthesis is the awareness of sensory stimulation.  You are experiencing aesthesis when you are 

hearing a sound,  being touched on the arm and perhaps even experiencing intuition.  

Each of your albums is governed by a certain concept. In This is the warning (2010) you drew 

attention to ‘awakening’, noticing that humankind is manipulated and selfish, then on The Catalyst 

Fire (2013)  you continued expanding the mechanisms which rule the world. So, tell me about 

Aesthesis concept. Or maybe I am completely wrong about those concepts?     

Very close my friend.  Aesthesis overall and including the artwork is a pleading for us to move back 

to decisions of the heart over the head.  Your first thoughts where you intuition guides you to be 

empathatic and aware before your mind can convince you of other directions.  Your mind is 

programmable and is often led by fear.  Your heart is pure and incorruptible.  

Do you think extras like booklets attract a listener? What is the most important in preparing an 

album?      

The music! (hah!) 

Your videos are always perfectly prepared, so is it effortless to write a script for your songs?       

That is a part I really enjoy as it is an extension of the meaning.  I love making videos.  

And what do you think of internet portals like youtube, spotify, on which one can listen to the whole 

album for free?            

It is a gift and a curse.  Band aren’t making money from it to pay for recordings which cost money 

to make.     

What do you think about rock stage and its condition: is the rock dead, or is it reviving?      

Rock will never die as long as people keep writing amazing songs and there is still so much room to 

create.  

What is your direction in music? I read that recording Stand Apart EP was particularly pleasurable, 

would you tell me something about it?   

That was a brief experiment for us which was a nice break to show a different side to the band.   

We have something special coming up next year along those lines too.  

Let us return for one more moment to you tournee, tell me, do you plan any surprises? Visualization 

maybe? Any special collaborations on stage?        

We are coming in raw and exactly where we began in Australia with the music and the sweat.  

Do you know and value any Polish bands?  I strongly recommend Disperse, who supports you in 

Wrocław, I think you will love their music.  

 



 

 

Disperse are one of the best bands we have ever seen!  

Thanks so much and see you soon!  

See you! 


